3i4	BALKAN BALLADS
revolted Greeks. It is not surprising, therefore, that the klephtic
and haiduk ballads of all the Balkan peoples should form virtually
one corpus, uniform in inspiration, episodes, and style. Constitut-
ing a homogeneous mass of verse, it is they that give each of these
countries a 'romancero5.
Their literary interest, however, lies not so often in datable
bulletins as in those of a more general sort which describe the
vicissitudes of an outlaw's life. It is a defiant and a romantic pose :
O let the plutocrat have gold, the poor man have good humour,
let others praise the pasha's state, let others praise the vizier;
but I will only praise the sword that slaughters Turkish foemen,
for youthful courage has its boast, the klepht his reputation.
(Politis 20.)
The klepht is free from every tie. Only Nature bounds his freedom,
since he can roam the mountains from May to August, but must
descend to the plains when the snows creep down the flanks of
Olympus and Kissabos, risking death or torture. Nature sympa-
thizes with the klepht, encourages his revolt, and mourns his death:
Olympus—see!—and Kissabos, two mountains in a quarrel:
which shall pour down the heavy rain, which shall pour down the
snowstorm.
'Twas Kissabos that sent the rain, Olympus sent the snowstorm.
Otympus turned his mighty head, to Kissabos thus spake he:
'Nay, scold me not, Sir Kissabos, by feet of Turks betrampled,
for I am Olympus full of years, in all the world renowned,
and forty-two my summits are, and sixty-two my fountains;
and on each peak a banner free, 'neath every branch an outlaw.5
(Politis 23.)
Not only the hills are at one with the klephts, but so are all free and
noble birds and beasts.
There was an eagle seen afar, there was an eagle youthful,
who was a klepht. Three partridges foretell his chances, and three
clouds rest on Karpenisi for his sake. Devices of this kind become
monotonous by repetition, but they must have been invented by
some one with an eye for nature, and they sometimes appear in
entirely adequate contexts. So we see the klepht at ease under his
plane tree. We are present at rapid night-marches and halts during
the day, at careless feastings, dances, and wrestling-bouts. The
approach of bitter winter is only less awesome than the oncoming

